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            Apply for a medical card now!

            
                
                    First name
                    
                

                
                    Email
                    
                

                
                    Phone
                    
                

                
                    Next →
                    By clicking this button, you agree
 with our Terms of Service
                

            

            
                
                    Thank you for choosing Dr.Weedy. Currently, we do not have available  doctors in your state. We're expanding, and when specialists become  available, we'll notify you. Your interest is important to us. Thank you  for your understanding.
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                        4,7 rating on Google
                        130+ reviews
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                        10 minutes application
                        Get your card today!
                    

                

            

            
                “Fast and easy to use helped me get my medication without any issues and for that I’m always coming back”
                Pan F., CA
            

        

        

    








  
          
        100% remote process
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          100К+
          satisfied patients
        

      

          
        
          
            Get Your Medical Marijuana Card in Missouri Online

          

            
          
            	Obtain certification from a licensed Missouri physician.
	Gain approval for medical cannabis or receive a refund!

          

                      
                          
                Get My Medical Card              
            
                                                $129 149/year
                                      

        

      

  








    
        
            
                
                    Do you qualify for medical cannabis card in your state?

                    Unlock the Benefits: At the end, you'll receive step-by-step instructions on how to obtain your medical cannabis card and guidance on its optimal utilization.

                    
                        Get Started
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                                            Missouri
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                        Are you over 18 years old?
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        Yes
                    
                    
                        
                        No
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                    Did you previously have an MMJ card?
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                    Yes, I have held an MMJ card in the past.
                
                
                    
                    
                    No, I have never had an MMJ card before.
                
                
                    
                    
                    I currently have an active MMJ card.
                
                
                    
                    
                    Prefer not to say.
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                    Have you been diagnosed with any of the listed medical conditions?
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        Chronic Pain
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                        Anxiety
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                        Insomnia
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                        Cancer
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                        PTSD
                        (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder)
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                        Crohn's Disease
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                        Epilepsy
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                        Glaucoma
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                        HIV/AIDS
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                        Other
                        condition approved by my state
                    

                
                
                    
                    
                        None
                        of the listed conditions
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                    What was the main reason that prompted you to be interested in getting a Medical Marijuana (MMJ) Recommendation? (Choose one)
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                    I wanted to increase recreational limits on marijuana
                
                
                    
                    
                    I have health issues
                
                
                    
                    
                    I wanted to access high-potent cannabis products
                
                
                    
                    
                    I am underage (18-20)
                
                
                    
                    
                    I needed MMJ for addiction treatment or risk reduction
                
                
                    
                    
                    I was curious to try this service for myself
                
                
                    
                    
                    I identify with the lifestyle and image it represents
                
                
                    
                    
                    I needed an MMJ card for work purposes
                
                
                    
                    
                    I purchased it because many people around me already had one
                
                
                    
                    
                    Other reason
                
                
                    
                    
                    I feel calmer and more confident with a medical recommendation
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                    Do you have any concerns or worries 
 about obtaining a medical marijuana card?
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                    Privacy concerns
                
                
                    
                    
                    Legal concerns
                
                
                    
                    
                    Stigma associated with marijuana
                
                
                    
                    
                    Unsure about the application process
                
                
                    
                    
                    Other (please specify)
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                    What outcomes are you hoping to
achieve with a medical marijuana card?
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                    Pain relief
                
                
                    
                    
                    Alternative to current medications
                
                
                    
                    
                    Anxiety relief
                
                
                    
                    
                    Better sleep
                
                
                    
                    
                    No specific expectations
                
                
                    
                    
                    Improved overall well-being
                
                
                    
                    
                    Other (please specify)
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                    Which medical marijuana products are you interested in using?
                    
                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                    Marijuana flower (for smoking)
                
                
                    
                    
                    Tinctures (sublingual drops)
                
                
                    
                    
                    Marijuana pre-rolls (joints)
                
                
                    
                    
                    Capsules
                
                
                    
                    
                    Vaporizer products
                
                
                    
                    
                    Transdermal patches
                
                
                    
                    
                    Concentrates (oils, wax, shatter, etc.)
                
                
                    
                    
                    Not sure
                
                
                    
                    
                    Edibles (gummies, chocolates, baked goods, etc.)ent medications
                
                
                    
                    
                    Other (please specify)
                    
                
                
                    
                    
                    Topicals (creams, balms, lotions)e specify)
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                    To provide you with the most accurate information, 
please enter your contact details below.
                    
                

            

            
                
                    First Name
                    
                

                
                    Last Name
                    
                

                
                    Phone Number
                    
                

                
                    Email
                    
                

                
                    Your state
                    California
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Texas
Iowa
Connecticut
Illinois
Louisiana
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
Nevada
New York
Oklahoma


                

                
                    Date of Birth
                    
                

            

        
        
            Previous Page
            Next
        
    

    
        
            Based on your responses, you are a suitable candidate for a medical cannabis card. 

            Your chances of approval are high. Appointments are filling up quickly. Complete the order now to fast-track your journey to becoming a medical cannabis patient. Click the button below:

            
                Get my MMJ card
            

        
        
            Apologies, but our services are not available in your state. For more information, please check our blog

            
                https://dr-weedy.com/news/ 
            

        
        
            In most states with medical marijuana legalization, patients under 18 require a caregiver (usually a parent or guardian).

            Unfortunately, Dr.Weedy currently doesn't offer medical marijuana evaluation services for minors with caregivers. However, we're working to launch this service soon, and we'll reach out as soon as this service becomes available.

        
        
            Your responses suggest potential benefits from medical marijuana treatment, and you may have grounds to contact a doctor for an MMJ recommendation.

            To determine eligibility, the doctor will need more details about your health. We recommend applying and undergoing evaluation. Please be aware that in case of refusal, a full refund will be issued. Click the button below:

            
                Get my MMJ card
            

        
    



    
        
            How to Get a Medical Cannabis Card in Missouri

                                            
                    Get My Medical Card
                

                                    

        
            	
                    

                    
                        Apply for Physician Certification on Dr.Weedy

                        Start by providing crucial personal details on our secure form. This ensures a smooth assessment process. Confirm your order by securely completing the payment process, with a full refund guaranteed if your application isn't approved.

                    

                
	
                    

                    
                        Consult with an Approved Physician/NP

                        Schedule a 15-minute online consultation with a licensed physician through Dr.Weedy. They will assess your condition to determine the suitability of medical cannabis as a treatment.

                    

                
	
                    

                    
                        Create Your Patient Account on the MMMP Portal

                        Once approved, register on the department's secure electronic registration portal. Fill out the provided form, ensuring accurate details, including Social Security Number and Date of Birth.


                    

                
	
                    

                    
                        Submit Your Missouri Medical Marijuana Card Application

                        Proceed by creating an adult patient application on the MMMP portal. Fill out 'General Information' and 'Contact Details.' Submit the Patient Electronic Certification Form, answer application queries, and upload necessary documents. Finalize by paying the $26.50 state application fee for your Patient ID card, ensuring completion for legal access to medical cannabis.


                    

                
	
                    

                    
                        Obtain Your Missouri Medical Card

                        After MMMP approval, download your Missouri medical card from the registry portal at mo-public.mycomplia.com. Log in, access the 'License Dashboard,' and download your medical card for legal access to medical cannabis. Keep a digital copy of your ID card on your device and print it for your records, as physical cards will not be provided by the Department of Health and Senior Services.


                    

                


                            

                                    
                Get My Medical Card
            

                    

        
    






    
        
            
                What our clients say
            

            
                
                    
                        

                        

                        

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            100K+
                        

                        
                            satisfied patients
                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            
                                                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Janet Heinle                             

                            
                                This was the fastest easiest way for me to renew my handicap letter. For 20 years I have been going to my Dr for this, it was so quick and easy online, I HIGHLY recommend them!                            

                        

                    

                                                    
                        
                            
                                Kloset Rx                             

                            
                                I believe this is 3 years consecutive, I've never had an issue with this medical card supplier. Would recommend it to anybody who feels cannabis can suit their medicinal needs, a genuine five stars.                            

                        

                    

                
                                

                                                                
                                    
                        
                            
                                Rick Greer                             

                            
                                For this being the first time using Dr. Weedy, everything was straight forward and painless. It took less than 30 minutes to get the e-mail and got my recommendation in pdf form. Highly recommended!!                            

                        

                    

                                                

                  
                
                    
                    

                    
                        Try it yourself
                    

                

            

        

    



    
        Get Your MMJ Card Online with Dr.Weedy for the Best Experience

        
                                                
                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                        
                            Legally Buy and Possess More
                            As an approved Patient ID cardholder, you have the privilege of purchasing and possessing up to 6 ounces of dried, processed marijuana or its equivalent within a 30-day period—twice the limit for recreational users.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                        
                            Legally Grow Plants
                            With a patient cultivation card, licensed patients can cultivate up to 6 flowering marijuana plants, 6 nonflowering plants 14 inches tall or more, and an additional 6 nonflowering plants under 14 inches tall, all within a single enclosed locked facility.
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                            Access Cannabis Treatment from 18 y.o
                            If you're between 18-20 years old, possessing an MMJ card allows you legal use and purchase of cannabis products—a unique advantage as the age limit for recreational users is 21+.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                        
                            Valid for 3 Years
                            Your MO medical marijuana Patient ID card remains valid for three years. At Dr.Weedy, we prioritize patient care, offering proactive reminders for upcoming MMJ renewals along with an exclusive discount for a seamless renewal process.
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                            Secure and Confidential Data
                            Rest assured, our system is 100% HIPAA compliant, ensuring the highest standards of security and confidentiality for your personal information. Your privacy is our top priority at Dr.Weedy.
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                            Enjoy a Risk-Free Experience
                            
Our commitment to your satisfaction includes a money-back guarantee. Whether you don't receive a doctor's approval or simply change your mind, we assure you a hassle-free refund process.

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            [image: ]
                        

                        
                            100% Remote Process with Telemedicine
                            Experience the convenience of obtaining your medical card from the comfort of your home. Bid farewell to traffic and long clinic lines—our 100% remote process allows for an online evaluation, providing a seamless and stress-free experience.

                        

                    

                                    

        
                    

    



    
        Choose Your Missouri MMJ Card Package

        
                        
                
                    
                        
                            Initial MMJ Certification                        

                        
                            
                                $129                                                                    $149
                                                            
 /year
                        

                    

                    
                                                	Convenient online evaluation
	Сompliance with legislation
	Money-back guarantee


                                            

                    
                                                
                            Valid for new certifications for MO-residents.                        

                                                APPLY NOW
                    

                

            

                    

        
            Need help choosing the plan?
            

            Contact us via this form
	

    




    
        
            Legal Compliance and Responsible Use of Medical Cannabis in Missouri

            Navigating the landscape of Missouri’s medical cannabis laws and regulations is crucial for responsible and legal use. At Dr.Weedy, we are committed to equipping you with the knowledge needed to understand and adhere to these regulations, ensuring that you make informed choices about your medical cannabis treatment.



                        
                Get My Medical Card
            

                        

        

        
            Requirements for Medical Patients in Missouri:
            	
                    
                        Age:

                        To be eligible for a medical cannabis certification in Missouri, patients must be at least 18 years old. For patients under 18, a parent or legal guardian, aged at least 21, can act as their caregiver and apply on their behalf.



                                            

                
	
                    
                        Residency Requirement:

                        Effective from December 8, 2022, applicants are no longer required to provide proof of Missouri residency.



                                            

                
	
                    
                        Medical Condition:

                        Patients seeking a medical card must have a qualifying medical condition as outlined by Missouri law.

Qualifying Conditions for Medical Card in Missouri:



                                                
                            
                                
	Cancer;
	Epilepsy;
	Glaucoma;
	Intractable migraines unresponsive to other treatment;
	A chronic medical condition that causes severe, persistent pain or persistent muscle spasms, including but not limited to those associated with multiple sclerosis, seizures, Parkinson’s disease and Tourette’s syndrome;
	Debilitating psychiatric disorders, including, but not limited to, post-traumatic stress disorder, if diagnosed by a state-licensed psychiatrist;
	Human immunodeficiency virus or acquired immune deficiency syndrome;
	A chronic medical condition that is normally treated with a prescription medication that could lead to physical or psychological dependence, when a physician determines that medical use of marijuana could be effective in treating that condition and would serve as a safer alternative to the prescription medication;
	A terminal illness;
	In the professional judgment of a physician, any other chronic, debilitating or other medical condition, including, but not limited to, hepatitis C, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn’s disease, Huntington’s disease, autism, neuropathies, sickle cell anemia, agitation of Alzheimer’s disease, cachexia, and wasting syndrome.


                            

                        

                                            

                
	
                    
                        Physician's Certification:

                        All applications require an MD, DO, or nurse practitioner certification issued within the last 30 days, submitted on behalf of the qualifying patient. This certification confirms that the patient has a qualifying medical condition as defined by Missouri law.



                                            

                
	
                    
                        Patient Registry and Certification:

                        Once certified by a qualified medical professional, patients must complete the application process through the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (DHSS) online portal. The patient’s information and physician certification are submitted to the DHSS, and upon approval, the patient is added to the state’s medical cannabis registry. The certification is an essential component for legal access to medical cannabis in Missouri.



                                            

                


                        
                Get My Medical Card
            

                    

        
    







    
                
            
                                                
                                        
                        [image: ]
                    

                                        
                        
                            Possession Limits for Medical Cannabis Patients in Missouri

                            Medical cannabis patients in Missouri enjoy certain privileges when it comes to possession limits, providing them access to an adequate supply for their therapeutic needs. 



                                                        
                                
                                    
According to Article XIV regulations, individuals holding an approved Patient ID card or a Caregiver ID card acting on behalf of a licensed patient have the privilege of purchasing up to 6 ounces of dried, processed marijuana or its equivalent within a 30-day timeframe. However, there’s flexibility in these limits. If a physician or nurse practitioner certifies a patient for a greater amount, the patient or caregiver can possess up to a 60-day supply, which equates to 12 ounces, unless the certifying medical professional authorizes more than 6 ounces in 30 days.

For qualifying patients needing amounts exceeding 6 ounces, their certifying physician or nurse practitioner can determine a higher limit based on compelling reasons and certify this on the official certification form. Importantly, only one certification form is necessary, irrespective of whether the recommended amount is 6 ounces or a higher specified limit. This flexibility allows patients to access an appropriate supply tailored to their medical needs, ensuring a seamless and effective therapeutic experience.

                                

                            

                            
                                Learn More
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                            Medical Marijuana Reciprocity and Access for Non-Residents in Missouri

                            Missouri’s Medical Marijuana Regulatory Program (MMRP) does not currently offer reciprocity with other state medical marijuana programs. This means that individuals licensed in another state do not automatically qualify for a medical marijuana license in Missouri.



                                                        
                                
                                    
Despite the lack of reciprocity, Missouri’s medical marijuana program stands out by not mandating proof of residency within the state. While the program requires various pieces of information for application, current residency in Missouri is not a prerequisite. This unique approach offers flexibility for individuals seeking access to medical marijuana in Missouri, regardless of their current state of residence.
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                            Cultivation and Responsible Use of Medical Cannabis in Missouri

                            To ensure responsible and secure patient cultivation, Missouri has established specific regulations that qualifying patients must adhere to:



                                                        
                                
                                    
	Enclosed, Locked Facility:


	All qualifying patient cultivation must occur in an enclosed, locked facility.
	The facility should be equipped with security devices that allow access only to the qualifying patient or their primary caregiver.


	Cultivation Limits:


	A single qualifying patient is allowed to cultivate up to six flowering marijuana plants, six nonflowering marijuana plants (over 14 inches tall), and six clones (plants under 14 inches tall) simultaneously in a single, enclosed locked facility.
	Two qualifying patients, both possessing valid cultivation ID cards, may share one enclosed, locked facility.
	The shared facility may contain up to 12 flowering marijuana plants, 12 nonflowering plants, and 12 clones. However, if one of the qualifying patients, acting as a primary caregiver, holds a cultivation ID card for another patient, they may cultivate an additional six flowering marijuana plants, six nonflowering plants, and six clones, bringing the total to 18 of each in a single, enclosed locked facility.


	Labeling Requirements:


	All cultivated flowering marijuana plants must be clearly labeled with the qualifying patient’s name.


	Display of DHSS-Issued Cultivation Authorization:


	The DHSS-issued cultivation authorization must be visibly displayed within the enclosed cultivation area.
	The authorization should list the name of the qualifying patient or primary caregiver and the address of the facility authorized for marijuana cultivation.


	Card Validity:


A patient cultivation identification card remains valid as long as the qualifying patient’s identification card is valid, up to three years from its date of issuance.

                                

                            

                            
                                Learn More
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                            Caregiver Responsibilities in Missouri

                            In Missouri, primary caregivers hold significant responsibilities in supporting certified patients with the proper use and oversight of medical cannabis. Here are the key points to understand:



                                                        
                                
                                    
	Definition of a Primary Caregiver:


	At least 21 years old.
	Responsible for managing the well-being of a Qualified Patient.
	Designated by the qualified patient on the primary caregiver’s application or in written notification to the Department.


	Authorization and Duties:


	Authorized by the qualified patient to purchase and possess marijuana.
	May be authorized to cultivate medical marijuana plants on behalf of the qualified patient.


	Limitations on Caregivers:


	An individual can be a licensed caregiver for up to six (6) separate patients and therefore hold up to six (6) caregiver ID cards.
	Only legal guardians or parents of a licensed minor patient may serve as their licensed caregiver. The legal guardian or parent completing the Parental/Legal Consent Form must serve as the qualified patient’s primary caregiver.


	Number of Designated Caregivers:


	Patients can designate up to two caregivers.


	Documentation for Caregiver ID Card Application:


	Requires a legible copy of the primary caregiver’s government-issued photo identification.
	A clear, color digital photo showing the applicant’s face.
	Submission of a completed patient authorization form or written consent of the parent or legal guardian serving as the primary caregiver.


Understanding and adhering to these responsibilities is essential for caregivers to provide the necessary support to patients while remaining compliant with Missouri’s medical cannabis regulations.

                                

                            

                            
                                Learn More
                            

                                                    

                    

                

                            

        

            





    
            Trusted Medical Professionals
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                            Dr. Lynn Buchanan

                            Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (D.O.)
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                            Dr. Aaron Lee Wiegmann

                            MD, MS
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                            Dr. Kimberly Langdon

                            MD

                        

                    
                                

    




    
        
            
                
					Discover the wonders of cannabis                
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        		                                    Can Cannabis Provide Relief for Food Poisoning Symptoms? An In-Depth Look                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                While there is currently no conclusive scientific evidence proving that marijuana can effectively treat food poisoning, the potential for this approach to yield positive results…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        		                                    Orange Hairs on Weed: The Ultimate Guide to Understanding Cannabis Pistils                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Cannabis is a complex and fascinating plant, with many traits that have captivated consumers and scientists alike. One of the most iconic and misunderstood features…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        		                                    A Comprehensive Overview of Mold in Cannabis                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                As cannabis becomes more widely accepted and consumed, the risk of encountering mold in your stash increases. In this article, we’ll explore the presence of…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        		                                    Can a Dentist Tell If You Smoke Weed?                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                While physical signs and specialized testing can sometimes detect marijuana use, there is no foolproof way for a dentist to know for certain if a…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        		                                    Mixing Marijuana and Ibuprofen: A Comprehensive Guide for Pain Management                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                With the increasing legalization of medical and recreational marijuana across the United States, more and more individuals are turning to this versatile plant as a…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        		                                    Mixing Marijuana and Xanax: A Risky Combination                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Mixing marijuana and Xanax is an extremely dangerous practice that should only occur under the explicit recommendation and guidance of a qualified medical professional. Combining…                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    Read more 
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        Follow Us to Stay Tuned
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    Reach us

                 
                
                    
                        support@dr-weedy.com
                        (888) 409 29 51
                    

                    
                        (877) 366 95 74
                    

                    101 Greenwich St Suite 1202

New York, NY 10006
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    We are using cookies to improve our services and offer you the best possible MMJ evaluation experience. You can find out more about which cookies we are using in our Privacy Policy.
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